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10.040: Education robotics  
10.160: Games and virtual robotics/agents  
20.060: Intelligent control  
30.020: Machine learning  
30.030: Computational intelligence  
30.160: Hybrid intelligent systems |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>31.</th>
<th>Professor Mary-Anne Williams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Human-Robot Collaboration Studio**  
University of Technology, Sydney  
NSW 2007, Australia  
Tel: +61 2 9514 2663  
Fax: +61 2 9514 2868  
Email: Mary-Anne.Williams@uts.edu.au  
Web: http://innovation.it.uts.edu.au/Mary-Anne |
| • Human-Robot Collaboration  
• Cognitive Architectures and Design  
• Bioinspired Robotics  
• Robots and the Law  
• Robot Perception and Actuation Experience  
• Self-Awareness, Attention, Anticipation  
• Robot Life Long Learning  
• Robot Autonomy |
| 10.020: Bio-robotics and biomedical robotics  
30.040: Cognitive sciences  
40.040: Human-robot cooperation  
50.010: Social studies  
50.070: Robot-ethics |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32.</th>
<th>Professor Caihua Xiong, PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Institute of Rehabilitation and Medical Robotics**  
School of Mechanical Science and Engineering  
Huazhong University of Science and Technology  
Wuhan, Hubei 430074, China  
Email: chxiong@mail.hust.edu.cn |
| • Rehabilitation robotics  
• Biorobotics  
• Motion planning  
• Robot design |
| 10.020: Bio-robotics and biomedical robotics  
10.120: Rehabilitation and therapeutic robotics  
20.050: Robotic architecture  
20.080: Software design and development |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Professor Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Research Interests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 33. | Professor Cecilia Laschi       | Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, The BioRobotics Institute viale Rinaldo Piaggio 34, 56025 Pontedera (Pisa) | Email: cecilia.laschi@sssup.it<br>Web: [http://www.bioroboticsinstitute.it/](http://www.bioroboticsinstitute.it/), [http://sssa.bioroboticsinstitute.it/user/57](http://sssa.bioroboticsinstitute.it/user/57) |  |  | - Soft Robotics  
- Biomimetic and Bioinspired Robotics  
- Humanoid Robotics  
- Entertainment Robotics  
- Types of Social Robotics  
- Social robot design  
- Artificial intelligence  
- Human robot interaction  
- Related studies of social robotics  
- Related technical modules  |
| 34. | Professor Martin Smith         | Middlesex University London           | Email: M.C.Smith@mdx.ac.uk<br>Website: [www.mdx.ac.uk](http://www.mdx.ac.uk) |  |  | - Sensors  
- Actuators  
- Educational robots  
- Entertainment robots  
- Types of Social Robotics  
- Related studies of social robotics  
- Related technical modules  |
| 35. | Professor Monica Nicolescu     | University of Nevada, Reno            | Email: monica@cse.unr.edu<br>Website: [http://www.cse.unr.edu/~monica/](http://www.cse.unr.edu/~monica/) |  |  | - Human Robot Interaction  
- Social Robotics  
- Robot Learning  
- Artificial Intelligence  
- Types of Social Robotics  
- Social robot design  
- Artificial intelligence  
- Human robot interaction  
- Related studies of social robotics  
- Related technical modules  |
| 36. | **Professor Alessandro Saffiotti**
Affiliation: Örebro University  
Address: Örebro, Sweden  
Email: asaffio@aass.oru.se  
Website: http://aass.oru.se/~asaffio/  
|  
- Cognitive robotics  
- Artificial Intelligence  
- Technologies for elder care  
- Reasoning under Uncertainty  
| 10.070: Home robotics  
10.110: Personal robots  
10.140: Ubiquitous robotics  
20.050: Robotic architecture  
30.050: Deduction, reasoning and problem solving  
30.070: Knowledge representation and manipulation  
30.160: Hybrid intelligent systems  
30.170: Others: planning  
40.020: Human-robot and robot-robot interactions  
| 37. | **Dr. Ho Seok AHN**
Affiliation: The University of Auckland  
Address: Robotics Research Group, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Auckland, Science Building 301, 38 Princess Street, Auckland, New Zealand  
Email: hoseoka@gmail.com  
Website: https://sites.google.com/site/hoseokaahn  
|  
- Artificial Emotion System  
- Cultural Robotics  
- Human-Robot Interaction  
- Robot Face  
| 40.010: Emote and emotion Robot  
40.020: Human-robot and robot-robot interactions  
10.030: Entertainment robotics  
10.060: Healthcare robotics  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Interests</th>
<th>Course Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 38 | Professor Ryad Chellali | Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Via Morego 30, Genova, Italy | - Human Robots Interactions (perception, cognition)  
- Human Behavior Analysis  
- SR Applications in Healthcare (rehabilitation, diagnosis and monitoring)  
- Engineering robots in SR (control, perception) | 10.130 : Service robotics)  
20.030 : Design methodologies)  
30.030 : Computational intelligence) |
| 39 | Dr. Agnieszka Wykowska | General and Experimental Psychology, Dept. of Psychology, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich, Germany | - Social robotics  
- Human-robot interaction  
- Cognitive and social neuroscience  
- Fundamental mechanisms underlying human social cognition  
- Metrics of human-robot interaction | 30.040: Cognitive sciences  
30.080: Social intelligence  
30.110: Expectation and intention understanding  
40.030: Human-robot communication  
40.040: Human-robot cooperation  
40.110: Metrics of human-robot interaction  
50.020: Psychology  
50.030: Neural Sciences |
| 40 | Professor Aude Billard | EPFL, Station 9, 1015 Lausanne | - Machine Learning  
- Human-Robot Interaction  
- Programming by Demonstration  
- Learning from Demonstration | 10.030 Entertainment robotics  
30.020 Machine learning  
30.140 Learning and adaptive systems |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Research Interests</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 41. | Professor Henrik Scharfe | Aalborg University  
Department of Communication  
Nyhavnsgade 14, Room 3.40 9000  
Aalborg DK - Denmark  
Email: scharfe@hum.aau.dk  
Website: http://www.hum.aau.dk/~scharfe/index.html | - Communication and Informatics  
- Humanoid Robots  
- Human Robot Interaction  
- Conceptual Structures  
- Knowledge Representation  
- Persuasive Design  
- Literary theory  
- Narratology  
- Epistemic narratology | 40.030: Human-robot communication  
40.040: Human-robot cooperation  
40.010: Emote and emotion Robot |
| 42. | Professor Wang Yaonan | College of Electrical and Information Engineering, Hunan University, China  
Email: yaonan@hnu.cn  
Website: http://www.hnu.edu.cn/html/jiaoyujiaoxue/shiziduiwu/boshishengdaoshi/2010-08-10/957.html | - Electrical Engineering  
- Control Science and Engineering  
- Intelligent Robotics | 30.000 Artificial Intelligence  
40.000 Human Robot Interaction  
20.060 Intelligent control |
| 43 | Professor Luisa Damiano | Address: Piazzale S. Agostino, 2, Room 10, 24129 Bergamo, Italy  
Email: luisa.damiano@gmail.com; luisa.damiano@unibg.it  
Website: http://unibg.academia.edu/LuisaDamiano | • Philosophy of Science  
(Epistemology of the Sciences of the Artificial; Epistemology of the Cognitive Sciences)  
• Epistemology of Complex Systems  
• Social Robotics  
• Human Robot Interaction  
• Artificial Empathy  
• Cognitive Robotics  
• Synthetic Biology | 10, Social Robotics (Philosophical aspects)  
40, Human-Robot Interaction (Philosophical aspects)  
30.040 Cognitive Sciences  
30.080 Social Intelligence  
30.150 Affective sciences  
30.170 Embodiment |
| 44 | Professor Fuchun Sun | Address: Room 511, FIT Building, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, P.R.China  
Email: fcsun@tsinghua.edu.cn  
Website: http://www.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/cs/4616/2013/20130424102559852515182/20130424102559852515182_.htm1 | • Robot fine operation and teleoperation  
• Cross modal fusion for robot action  
• Brain inspired robot control  
• Mobile robot navigation and control | 10.100: Neuro-robotics  
30.030: Computational intelligence  
30.040: Cognitive sciences |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr. Amit Kumar Pandey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address: SoftBank Robotics Europe (formerly Aldebaran Robotics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43, rue du Colonel Pierre Avia, 75015 Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:akpandey@aldebaran-robotics.com">akpandey@aldebaran-robotics.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website: <a href="http://www.amitkpandey.com">http://www.amitkpandey.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Socially Intelligent Robots
- Human Robot Interaction
- Social Robot Learning
- Socially-Aware Navigation and Manipulation
- AI and Cognition
- Social and Ethical Issues of Robotics
- Societal Applications of Social Robots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(10): Types of Social Robotics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.010: Assistant robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.030: Entertainment robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.040: Education robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.050: Evolutionary robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.060: Healthcare robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.070: Home robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.080: Humanoid robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.110: Personal robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.120: Rehabilitation and therapeutic robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.130: Service robotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.140: Ubiquitous robotics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- (20): Social robot design |
| .010: Aesthetic design |
| .020: Artistic design |
| .030: Design methodologies |
| .040: Design philosophies |
| .050: Robotic architecture |
| .060: Intelligent control |

- (30): Artificial intelligence |
| .020: Machine learning |
| .030: Computational intelligence |
| .040: Cognitive sciences |
| .060: Information acquisition and decision making |
| .070: Knowledge representation and manipulation |
| .080: Social intelligence |
| .090: General intelligence |
| .100: Context awareness |
| .110: Expectation and intention understanding |
| .120: Adaptation and evolution of intelligence |
| Address: University of Tennessee, Knoxville | Machine Learning | 10.010: Assistant robotics |
| 1512 Middle Dr., Knoxville, TN, 37996 | Intelligent Robotics | 30.020: Machine learning |
| Email: he@utk.edu | Computer Vision | 30.050: Deduction, reasoning and problem solving |
| | Smart Sensors | 30.130: Pattern recognition |
| | 60.010: Sensors | 46 |

- Learning and adaptive systems
- Hybrid intelligent systems
  - Human robot interaction
  - Human-robot and robot-robot interactions
  - Human-robot communication
  - Human-robot cooperation
  - Human factors and ergonomics
  - Interactive robotics arts
  - Interactions and collaboration
  - Metrics of human-robot interaction
- Related studies of social robotics
  - Social studies
  - Psychology
  - Neural Sciences
  - Physiology
  - Arts
  - Bio-sciences
  - Robot-ethics
  - Artificial life
  - Cross disciplinary studies
  - Others
- Related technical modules
  - Sensors
| Dr. Hongsheng He | Address: Faculty of Industrial Design Eindhoven University of Technology Laplace 32 5612 AZ Eindhoven Email: e.i.barakova@tue.nl Website: [http://www.idemployee.id.tu.e.nl/e.i.barakova/](http://www.idemployee.id.tu.e.nl/e.i.barakova/) | • Robots for socially isolated individuals (persons with ASD, elderly with dementia) • Emotions in robots • End-user programming environments for robotics • Embodied models of social behavior | (10): Types of Social Robotics .120: Rehabilitation and therapeutic robotics (20): Social robot design .080: Software design and development (30): Artificial intelligence .080: Social intelligence (40): Human robot interaction .010: Emote and emotion |